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Playing Over Chord Progressions: Chord Scale Approach. Switching pentatonic scales to match the corresponding chord change gives you the chord tones from the chord, embellishments, and - put together - the full 7 note scale of the key.
Chord Scale Theory Critique (Not Mine :-)) - Page 4
Chord harmonization over a scale is a fundamental tool to understand the correct use of harmony in a theme. It is a concept that many hobbyists do not know, but they are doing it unconsciously when they are "searching" for a chord that "sounds good" over a certain progression.
Chord Scale Theory - FreeJazzInstitute
Improvisation is the art of real-time composition. This book will guide you through exploring some of the many possible scale choices that can be used with chords and chord progressions, giving you a greater range of expression. Topics include the basics of chord-scale theory, modes and how to use them, the blues scale, symmetrical scales, and ...
Passing Chords & Approach Chords - The Jazz Piano Site
2.) Choose the appropriate scale based on the key (ie. if the chord progression is in A minor, then you would choose A minor pentatonic/A minor blues/A natural minor scale) 3.) If you want to connect the chords to the key-scale, you may target chord tones within the scale patterns based on the CAGED shapes
Chord-Tone vs. Chord-Scale Soloing | Berklee College of Music
The chord-scale approach is based on the idea that if a chord is diatonic to a scale, then that scale can be used as a source to derive melody on that chord. Using the chord-scale approach gives improvisers (especially less proficient ones) greater melodic and rhythmic mobility (i.e., they can
A Chord Scale Approach To Automatic Jazz Improvisation
The chord-scale approach is based on the idea that if a chord is diatonic to a scale, then that scale can be used as a source to derive melody on that chord. Using the chord-scale approach gives improvisers (especially less proficient ones) greater melodic and rhythmic mobility (i.e., they can improvise pitch sequences in eighth notes, triplets, sixteenth notes, etc.).
Approach chord - Wikipedia
The Chord Scale approach is a good way to suck less. That is the way I have been taught it. I am surprised more people don't see it this way. It is a good thing to have in your pocket, but it shouldn't be treated as the end all and be all of your playing.
Improvising with Chord Tones | Hub Guitar
Chord-scale theory couldn't have come first unless it was invented as a reference for a music that didn't exist yet. If post-bop jazz harmony came first, then people who invented and played it didn't need CST to be able to do so.
Jazz Scales for Improvising - Taming The Saxophone
How To Choose Chord Scales. This lesson introduces a 2-step process for identifying potential chord scales and then we apply the approach to the jazz standard Blue in Green. Before attempting to improvise over a jazz standard, it’s a very good idea to identify which chord scales will work over the chords in the progression.
Playing Over Chord Progressions: Chord Scale Approach ...
The mindset offered by this approach is unique: in fact every time you will have a new chord you will mentally refer to a new root in your scale even if you're always using the same note. Even if I'm playing the same note on every bar, every time a new chord will appear, that note will have a different color.
How to Choose Which Scale to Play - Music & Audio Envato Tuts+
The chord-scale approach is based on the idea that if a chord is diatonic to a scale, then that scale can be used as a source to derive melody on that chord. Using the chord-scale approach gives improvisers (especially less proficient ones) greater melodic and rhythmic mobility (i.e., they can improvise pitch sequences in eighth notes, triplets, sixteenth notes, etc.).
Chord-Scale Improvisation for Keyboard - A Linear Approach ...
A PERMUTATIONAL TRIADIC APPROACH TO JAZZ HARMONY AND THE CHORD/SCALE RELATIONSHIP A Dissertation Submitted to the Graduate Faculty of the Louisiana State University and Agricultural Mechanical College in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in The School of Music by John Bishop
Chord Scale Theory - Ed Saindon
In music, an approach chord (also chromatic approach chord and dominant approach chord) is a chord one half-step higher or lower than the goal, especially in the context of turnarounds and cycle-of-fourths progressions, for example the two bar 50s progression:
Chord Harmonization over major scales | Scales-Chords
without a rigid chord-equal-scale dogma, but incorporating the melody and its rhythms along with other compositional material is the best way to improvise—the best starting point and the best focal point to bear in mind at any stage. Every other approach should be treated as adjunct to that.
A permutational triadic approach to jazz harmony and the ...
When you are starting learn jazz impro, there is a great temptation to learn the appropriate scales that fit the chord changes, as with the chord/scale method aka Scale Syllabus.. This approach has some merits, it can be a “kickstart” to improvisation: as long as you remember the scales that fit the chord there is little else to concentrate on.

A Chord Scale Approach To
In contrast, in the chord-scale system, a different scale is used for each chord in the progression (for example Mixolydian scales on A, E, and D for chords A7, E7, and D7, respectively). Improvisation approaches may be mixed, such as using "the blues approach" for a section of a progression and using the chord-scale system for the rest.
Berklee Today | Berklee College of Music
For example, the Diatonic Approach Chord of Em7 is also a Median Note substitution of CMaj7. You will also notice that one of the passing chords is a Secondary Dominant (the subject of our next lesson). At this point it is worth noting that there is more than one way to analyse a chord progression.
Chord-scale system - Wikipedia
melody is a chromatic approach to a chord tone and is not held for very long, that note should not be used as criteria in choosing the chord scale. Many times, the melody may not give any clues in determining the best chord scale choice. 2. The Previous Chord Scale: This is the most important factor in choosing the best chord scale. In essence ...
The “One Pentatonic per Chord” Approach to Soloing Over a ...
Try approach An approach is the choice of which melody note will come before another. It implies that the second note is a “target”, and the first is an “approach” meant to arrive on the target. Often the approach note is a half step or whole step above or below. ing the notes with another note in the scale.
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